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1 Introduction

We were tasked with extending a backtracking regular expression matching en-
gine, by adding – and experimenting with – multiple selective memoisation [9]
implementations. The effectiveness of the memoisation can be evaluated based
on the resilience of the engine against so-called “evil” and “problematic” reg-
ular expressions. A regex is considered evil if matching it with a backtracking
matcher can result in super-linear (typically exponential) matching time. Prob-
lematic regex is discussed in section 3.1.

We found that memoisation was effective in preventing exponential back-
tracking and that selective memoisation on nodes with in-degree greater than
one was equally as effective, but significantly faster. Selective memoization on
ancestor nodes was effective in preventing exponential matching times, but took
at least as many steps to evaluate as ancestor memoisation.

Of the encoding schemes implemented, the HashSet memoisation table was
consistently the slowest. The binary matrix and BitSet memoisation tables
had roughly equivalent matching times, but overall the BitSet implementation
performed slightly faster.

This report is structured as follows: section 2 lists the functionality added to
the provided regex engine, section 3 describes the implementation in detail and
provides background information as necessary. Then, in section 4, we describe
the testing and experimentation procedure. Section 5 presents the results of our
experiments. Finally, in section 6, we discuss the theoretical aspects of regular
expressions.

2 Functionality

We implemented the following changes to the regex matcher provided [4]:

• Fixed the infinite recursion bug resulting from problematic regexes.

• Support for positive and negative lookaheads.

• Added support for \s and \d shorthand.
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• Memoisation, using three selection policies and three encoding
schemes, specifically:

– Selecting all nodes for memoisation.

– Selecting only ancestor nodes.

– Selecting only nodes with multiple incoming edges.

– Boolean matrix encoding.

– BitSet encoding.

– HashSet encoding.

Additionally, we implemented property-based testing using JUnit [1] and Rgx-
Gen [6].

3 Implementation

This section explains the implementation details of the features listed in sec-
tion 2. The project is implemented in Java 14 and uses JUnit version 4.12 and
RgxGen version 1.2.

3.1 Handling Problematic Regexes

Problematic regular expressions are regular expressions that result in NFAs con-
taining epsilon loops under Thompson’s construction [8] or derivatives thereof.
An example of such a problematic regex is (a*)* since the NFA resulting from
Thompson’s construction, which can be seen in figure 1, contains an epsilon
loop.

Fig. 1: Thompson’s construction of (a*)*.
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The provided regex matcher could not handle problematic regular expres-
sions and would infinitely recursive traversal of the regex/NFA, ultimately re-
sulting in stack overflow.
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We identified the handling of the REPEAT node as the cause of this behaviour.
REPEAT is the type label for nodes of the Kleene star (*), one-or-more operator
(+), range operator ({n,m}), and option operator (?).

A snippet of the original implementation for matching REPEAT nodes is shown
in listing 1.

Listing 1: The original implementation for handling repetition.

private static boolean repeatRec(Input input , RAst repeatAst ,

long matchCount , Cont cont) {

...

boolean matched = match(input , repeatAst.headExpr (), () ->

repeatRec(input , repeatAst , matchCount +1, cont));

...

}

It should be noted that if this expression being repeated does not consume
any characters from the input and if the number of repetitions is unbounded,
the entire REPEAT node will continue to be expanded, without ever consuming
input, leading to the aforementioned infinite recursion.

The solution, then, is to make sure that matching the inner expression does
indeed consume input on a successful match. Since the continuation’s execution
is conditional on a successful match, it is sufficient to mark the entire repetition
as being matched successfully (by invoking the incoming continuation). The
necessary changes constitute only three additional lines, as shown in listing 2.

Listing 2: The modification made to handle problematic regexes.

...

var curr = input.currentPos ();

boolean matched = match(input , repeatAst.headExpr (), () ->

curr == input.currentPos ()

? cont.run()

: repeatRec(input , repeatAst , matchCount + 1, cont)

);

...

3.2 Lookaheads

Positive lookaheads [3] allow the matching of a regex without consuming any
of the input symbols. We denote a positive lookahead as (?=r), where r is the
regex we wish to match.

Similarly, negative lookaheads allow one to match anything except values
matching some regex, r, without consuming the input. Negative lookaheads are
denoted as (?!r).

The first step of implementing lookaheads was to add support for them in
the lexer and parser. Doing so was fairly straightforward: we only needed to
add two new tokens, = and !, to the lexer and the corresponding cases in the
parser. Initially we forgot to add escape characters for the new tokens, but did
so once we realized the problem.
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Next, we added two new node types in the AST, corresponding to the two
types of lookaheads. Each contained exactly one expression and no other data,
except for the optional memoisation labels present on all nodes.

Finally, we implemented the matching logic for lookaheads. Again, this
was quite simple. To match a positive lookahead, we first mark the current
position in the string, then we attempt to match the inner regex (with the base
continuation always succeeding). If there is a match, we restore the position and
continue to the following node by means of the current continuation, otherwise
we return false. Matching a negative lookahead is exactly the same, but with
the return conditions swapped (i.e., returning false if the match is successful).
Listing 3 demonstrates matching for positive lookaheads.

Listing 3: How positive lookaheads are matched.

var m = input.markPosition ();

var inner = ast.headExpr ();

var matched = match(input , inner , () -> true);

input.restorePosition(m);

return matched ? cont.run() : false;

3.3 Memoisation

Memoisation can be used to avoid repeated work by remembering the result of
computing a function with certain inputs, so that we can recall the result if the
same inputs are encountered in the future. In the context of regular expression
matching, this means saving the result of matching a substring of the input
against some node in the regex AST. Equivalently, we could store the result of
computing a match on a pair containing the current position in the input and
the unique label of some node in the regex AST. Such a pair uniquely determines
whether or not a match occurs.

However, we know that once a successful match is found, the entire process
terminates, since we only need to return the first match found. Therefore,
storing successful matches is redundant. Instead, we only need to track whether
or not a string-node pair has been encountered before. If so, we know that it
must not have matched previously and need not compute it again. This allows
us to reduce the memoisation from a partial mapping

M : N× N→ B

to a total mapping, representable as a subset of the input space:

M ′ ⊆ N× N.

Memoisation is a necessary step to eliminate worst-case exponential match-
ing times in Spenser-style backtracking matchers, such as the matcher we are
extending.
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3.3.1 Full Memoisation

The most obvious way to memoise regex matches is to record every result, even if
we know that the result will only be computed once. While this method is simple
to implement, it consumes the most memory of the three policies considered.

The only significant implementation change required was to add a unique
label to each node in the regex AST. We also need to keep track of how many
nodes have been labelled for some of the encoding schemes (see section 3.3.4).

3.3.2 Ancestor Selection Policy

One way to reduce the memory overhead of memoisation is to store only the
results of matching specific nodes instead of storing every pair of inputs we
encounter.

If we choose to only the record the results of matching nodes which have an
incoming back-edge we only need to consider REPEAT nodes. In simpler terms,
these ancestor nodes are nodes that ultimately form a cycle in the corresponding
NFA.

As was the case in section 3.3.1, labelling was the only significant change
necessary to support this selection policy. A separate counter was used to keep
track of the number of ancestor nodes in the AST (and with which nodes were
labelled). Only the nodes contained within a REPEAT node are marked. We note
that while labelling the REPEAT node itself improves matching performance for
some regexes, it fails to handle all evil regexes.

3.3.3 In-Degree Selection Policy

Another selection policy is to record only the results of matching nodes which
have multiple incoming edges. This can occur when the Thompson’s construc-
tion is applied to alternatives and repetitions: alternatives present multiple
paths to reach their successors and repetitions have a backedge in addition to
the incoming edge. Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate examples of how multiple
incoming edges can occur.

Fig. 2: Thompson’s construction of (r|s), where q6 has in-degree 2.
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Once again, labelling the selected nodes is the only implementation change
required. Every node marked by the ancestor policy necessarily has in-degree > one,
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so we mark those under both policies. Additionally, we mark all nodes that are
within a concatenation and that are preceded by an alternative. In other words,
if we have (r1 ◦ · · · ◦ rn) and rk = s1| . . . |sm, then we mark rk+1 (assuming
k 6= m).

3.3.4 Binary Matrix Encoding Scheme

There are multiple ways to store the visited pairs, each with their own pros
and cons. The first encoding we will consider is a simple binary matrix, i.e.,
boolean[][], where true indicates that a pair has been visited before. Before
we can construct the matrix, we must know the number of nodes subject to
memoisation, M , as well as the length of the input string, N . The memory
occupied by the matrix is then O(M × N) regardless of the number of unique
pairs encountered during matching.

It should be noted that the matrix can be represented as a
one-dimensional boolean[] instead, negating the effects of pointer chasing, since
all cells will be in a continuous block of memory1.

3.3.5 BitSet Encoding Scheme

A more compact, but conceptually identical, encoding scheme is to use Java’s
built-in BitSet to represent the binary matrix discussed in section 3.3.4. In-
ternally, BitSet uses an array of longs and binary operations to set and check
elements in the matrix. Since BitSet is a one-dimensional structure, we have
to convert the input pair to an index using the formula

index(n,m) = n + m×N

where N is the length of the input string.

3.3.6 HashSet Encoding Scheme

Finally, we implemented a memoisation encoding using Java’s HashSet. The
elements of the set are simply the input pair of integers and presence in the set
indicates that a pair has been encountered previously.

There are two major advantages to this method. Firstly, the memory foot-
print of set is proportional to the number of distinct pairs encountered and not
the size of the input space (which is N ×M , the product of the input length
and AST size). Neither the input length nor AST size has to be known for this
method to work. Node labelling is also unnecessary, since we can use the node
references as part of the set keys instead.

However, using a HashSet could result in worst-case memory consumption
of O(N×M) plus the the additional overhead of the set and keys. It should also
be noted that insertion and search are both O(1) operations, but are technically
non-deterministic and strictly more expensive than a simple array access.

1 We chose not to do so, since the 2d-array encoding is closer to the conceptual model of a
matrix. Doing so would also be redundant, given the encoding in section 3.3.5.
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4 Testing

To verify that our modifications did not change the matching behaviour of
the original project (at least on non-problematic regexes), we used property-
based testing with JUnit and RgxGen. We also did so to verify that matching
problematic regexes terminated and produced the expected results.

RgxGen allows one to generate random matching and non-matching strings
from a given regex. Unfortunately, it does not support all regex features such
as ’^’ and ’$’. It also has unexpected behaviour when the regex uses negative
lookaheads, therefore the regexes we could test were slightly limited. We tried
a few other libraries but they were either too slow, not maintained any more or
could not generate non-matching strings.

We used RgxGen as a substitute for QuickCheck, since the latter provided
no way to generate strings from a regex. See listing 4 for an example of how to
use the library. Each unit test generates a 100 matching and 100 non-matching
strings to test the given memoisation policy and memoisation scheme.

Listing 4: Example usage of RgxGen.

// Create a generator

RgxGen rgxGen = new RgxGen("[^0 -9]*[12]+[a-z]{1,2}");

// Generate a string that matched the regex

String matching = rgxGen.generate ();

// Generate a string that does not match the regex

String notMatching = rgxGen.generateNotMatching ();

5 Evaluation

To determine the time complexity of our implementation, we ran several bench-
mark tests. The running time and the number of steps needed to determine
whether the string was a match were used to compare the different implemen-
tations. We measure the step count as the number of times that the match

function is called. The step count will only be used to compare our imple-
mentations as we can’t determine the number of steps needed by Java’s regex
matcher.

Each benchmark regular expression was run using every combination of
memoisation policy and encoding scheme. The regex was also run with Java’s
built-in matcher. The benchmark starts with a simple base string to match,
then a section is added to the string to increase the complexity of matching
the string. This method is called pumping. The benchmarks stops when the
implementation without memoisation takes too long too determine whether the
string is a match.

A regex analyser [7] was used to determine whether the regexes used in the
benchmarks were vulnerable to exponential or polynomial backtracking. Thus
the regex contains a exponential degree of ambiguity (EDA) or infinite degree
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of ambiguity (IDA), respectively. See table 5 for a breakdown of the regexes
used. The implementation without memoisation could handle a maximum of 12
or 13 pumps for regexes with a EDA and a maximum of 50 pumps for a regex
with a IDA.

Tab. 1: Breakdown of the benchmark regular expressions.
# Regex Problem EDA IDA (Deg) # Pumps

1 ^(a|a?)*$ Y Y N 12
2 ^(a|a)*(?=(a|a)*|.*)*$ Y Y N 12
3 ^(a*)*$ Y Y N 13
4 ^(a?b*|c*)+$ Y Y N 12
5 ^(a|a)*(?!(a|a)*)*$ N Y N 12
6 ^(a|a)*$ N Y N 12
7 ^(a*|a*){2}$ N N Y (1) 50
8 ^A(\d*|\d*0?1\d+)S\d[^1]{10}$ N N Y (1) 50
9 ^a*a*a*$ N N Y (2) 50
10 ^a*a*b*b*c*c*$ N N Y (3) 50

The results produced by regex 2 and 10 are shown in appendix A in figs. 3, 5
and 7 and figs. 4, 6 and 8, respectively. All regexes containing a EDA followed a
similar trend than the graphs shown of regex 2. Similarly, all regexes containing
a IDA followed a similar trend than the graphs shown of regex 10.

The benchmarks showed that the implementation without memoisation per-
formed the worst out of the policies. The number of steps required to match a
regex and the running time grew exponentially on all the benchmark regexes.
On the other hand, Java’s built-in matcher had the best performance. None of
the implementation came close to Java’s running time.

The benchmarks also showed that ancestor memoisation required the most
steps out of the policies but ran in the least amount of time. Full memoi-
sation and in-degree memoisation required the same amount of steps for all
benchmarks, but full memoisation required more running time. Thus the best
memoisation policy is the in-degree policy since it’s time complexity is the low-
est of the three. See table 5 for the number of steps needed for each policy for
the largest pump of the input string.

The benchmarks showed that the hashset encoding performed the worst on
regexes containing a IDA. As for regexes containing a EDA, the bitset encoding
performed the best. The differences in timing for these encodings are quite small
so there is clear winner.

Using regression analysis, we were able to determine the degree to which
memoisation was effective. The number of steps taken to match regexes 1, 2
and 3 from table 5 were approximately e1.89+1.38x, e2.55+1.4x, and e1.15+1.36x

when matched without memoisation, but 22x, 28.71x1.35, and 14x + 2 when
selective memoisation with the in-degree policy was applied2. Regex 10 had a
matching complexity of approximately 231x3−6600x2+78298x−216779 without
memoisation, which was reduced to 52x + 53 using selective memoisation.

2 Here x denotes the number of pumps used to construct the string.
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Tab. 2: The number of steps needed for the largest pump.
Regex # None All Ancestor In-degree

1 1.0918e8 264 264 264
2 2.349e8 891 937 891
3 1.678e8 184 184 184
4 1.007e8 337 337 337
5 2.013e8 843 889 843
6 1.342e8 201 201 201
7 1.431e6 1298 1298 1298
8 2.447e4 1825 1926 1825
9 1.171e6 1799 2097 1799
10 1.622e7 2653 3661 2653

6 Theory of Backtracking Matchers

This section describes some of the theoretical aspects of regex matching, specif-
ically the theory related to backtracking matchers. First, in section 6.1, we
consider the shortcomings of the theoretical models as they relate to backtrack-
ing and then, in section 6.2, we show that matching regexes with backreferences
is an NP-complete problem.

6.1 Shortcomings

We consider three ways in which the theory of regular languages (and therefore
regular expressions), as discussed in the course textbook, is unable to account
for regex matching as used in practice.

6.1.1 Substring matching

All of the theory we have covered thus far is concerned with the languages
described by some regex, where the entire string has some desired structure.
However, in practice, we often want to know if some substring of the input
conforms to a desired structure. Additionally, we may want to extract one or
more of the substrings (i.e., using capture groups). None of this is accounted for
by the standard model of regular expressions and finite automata, as discussed
in the textbook.

6.1.2 Subset construction

Traversing a DFA is a straightforward process, whereas traversing an NFA is
a conceptually difficult and computationally intensive process (in comparison).
While it is possible to construct a DFA from an NFA using the subset con-
struction, this process has exponential worst-case complexity and the resulting
regex can occupy significantly more memory than the original NFA. Further-
more, backtracking matchers are simpler and cheaper to implement and allow
far more flexibility (see section 6.1.3). However, the theory is seldom concerned
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with the performance or practical matters involved with traversing NFAs, since
they are known to be equivalent to DFAs and can always be determinised via
the subset construction.

6.1.3 Extended regular expressions

Without using backtracking matchers or an equivalently powerful matching al-
gorithm, we would not be able to support lookarounds, backreferences and some
of the more exotic regex features present in many modern regex engines. The
theory of regular languages and finite automata simply isn’t compatible with
many of those features, but they are often very useful in practice.

6.2 NP-completeness of Backreference Matching

Matching regular expressions with backreferences (REWBR) can be shown to
be an NP-complete problem by reducing it to the vertex cover problem [2]. The
vertex cover problem is stated as follows:

Given an undirected, unweighted graph G = (V,E) and k ∈ N, does
there exist a set C of k vertices such that C contains at least one of
u or v for each edge u− v in E?

Since the vertex cover problem is known to be NP-complete, if we can restate
vertex cover as a REWBR matching problem, then REWBR must also be NP-
complete. This can indeed be done [5].

Suppose we have a graph G = (V,E). We construct the string to be matched
as

x . . . x︸ ︷︷ ︸
|V | times

: x . . . x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times

: xx, . . . , xx︸ ︷︷ ︸
|E| times

and the regex to be matched against as

^ x? . . . x?︸ ︷︷ ︸
|V | times

x* : \1 . . . \v : \u1\v1x?, . . . , \ue\vex?$

where v = |V | and e = |E|. The pair of string and regex derived in this way
matches if and only if a solution exists for the original k-vertex cover problem
from which they were derived.
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Appendix A Graphs

Fig. 3: Regex 2: The steps needed for each pump of the input string.

Fig. 4: Regex 10: The steps needed for each pump of the input string.
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Fig. 5: Regex 2: The time needed by each policy for each pump of the input
string.

Fig. 6: Regex 10: The time needed by each policy for each pump of the input
string.
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Fig. 7: Regex 2: The time needed by each scheme for each pump of the input
string.

Fig. 8: Regex 10: The time needed by each scheme for each pump of the input
string.


